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We received the following questions regarding the bid listed above:
Question # 1: In the Addendum f or 2018-31 Sunny Hill Nursing Services Bid it stated in:

“Question # 17: Does the General Staffing Agreement need to be signed when we submit the RFP, or did
you want it to be just submitted with the RFP? Please clarify.
Answer # 17: Yes, the General Staffing Agreement must be signed when agency submits response to the
RFP.
Is this a binding agreement once signed? It is just strange to sign an agreement before an award has been
given?
Answer #1 Yes, this becomes a binding agreement. Per the award information, thje bid will be awarded
to ALL respondents that are approved as qualified bidders and will be listed on a spreadsheet by rate per
category.
Question # 2: Are Exhibits A, B, and C supposed to be signed as well in the agreement?
Answer # 2:Yes, Exhibits A, B and C must be signed in order to be a qualified response.

Question # 3: The General Liability Insurance amounts are different from the IFB ($1 mil, $3 mil) and
Contract ($2 mil, $4 mil), which amount is correct?

Answer # 3: Please use the amount shown in the staffing contract.

Question # 4: Given your insurance requirements, our company cannot additionally insure the County

under our Workers’ Comp insurance. However we do have an Alternate Employer Endorsement under
our Workers’ Comp insurance that would suffice. Is the County willing to accept that coverage?
Answer # 4: As the vendor is the employer, they are required to carry statutory Worker’s Compensation
insurance. We do not need to be named as additional insured on the WC insurance. The alternate
employer endorsement is fine.
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